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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN

Jumitogad Pty Ltd & ors v Garraway & ors [1999] NTSC 35
No. 680 of 1990 (9028956)

	BETWEEN:
		JUMITOGAD PTY LTD
			First Plaintiff

		and

		PAGAL NOMINEES PTY LTD
			Second Plaintiff

		AND

		
ALLAN CHARLES GARRAWAY
	First Defendant

and

ELVA ANN McCALLUM
	Second Defendant

and 

CRIDLAND AND BAUER PTY LTD
	Third Defendant

and

JOHN MICHAEL GEORGE
							Fourth Defendant


CORAM:	KEARNEY J

REASONS FOR RULING

(Delivered 16 April 1999)

	On 27 October 1998 the plaintiffs applied under r30.02 for leave to serve further interrogatories on the defendants.

The application, which the defendants opposed, eventually came on before me on 17 December.  I ruled on it earlier to-day; these are the reasons for the ruling.
	By way of background, I note that on 30 October 1998 I dismissed an application of 29 October by the first and second defendants to dismiss the plaintiffs’ present application.  The basis of that application to dismiss was that the plaintiffs had not provided a draft of their proposed interrogatories, with their application for leave.  I ruled that Rule 30.02 did not require that that be done.  The plaintiffs produced proposed interrogatories at the hearing on 17 December; one set was directed to the 1st and 2nd defendants, the other to the 3rd and 4th defendants.  It thereby proved convenient at that time to go beyond merely deciding whether interrogatories should be permitted, the approach in Tye v Willoughby (1884) 38 Sol Jo 338, and to settle them at that hearing, in the sense of deciding which of them were objectionable in terms of s 30.07(1), and which were relevant, proper, and necessary for disposing fairly of the matter.

The argument centred on whether individual interrogatories should be allowed and required to be answered, over the defendants’ objections pursuant to r.30.07.  The parties proceeded by way of the defendants indicating their objections to each individual draft interrogatory.  
First, however, certain matters were agitated as general objections applicable to all the interrogatories.  Mr Silvester of counsel for the defendants submitted that, in general, interrogatories are to be administered only once; to succeed on their application under r.30.02 the plaintiffs had to advance cogent reasons for the discretion to be exercised in their favour.  I consider that the plaintiffs must affirmatively satisfy me that, in the particular circumstances, the interests of justice require that they be granted leave; see Goding v Queensland Newspapers Pty Ltd (1965) 113 CLR 170 at 174.
Mr Silvester submitted that the plaintiffs had not advanced cogent reasons for leave to be given.  He referred to Mr Morris’ supporting affidavit of 27 October 1998 to which are annexed the 1st and 2nd defendants’ answers of 25 September 1998  (herein “the answers”) to the plaintiffs’ request for further and better particulars in 7 respects, of their second further further amended Defence of 8 June 1998; the plaintiffs’ subsequent request of 6 October for further answers to 6 of these questions; and the defendants’ generally negative response thereto of 15 October.  The affidavit also has annexed a similar sequence of correspondence as between the plaintiffs and the 3rd and 4th defendants.  In par 4 of his affidavit, Mr Morris contended that the defendants’ answers were “not sufficient for the plaintiffs to be aware of the case that they have to meet at trial”; he therefore sought to administer the further interrogatories now in dispute, which are all directed to the question of contributory negligence raised for the first time by the first and second defendants in par 13 of their Defence of 8 June 1998, and by the third and fourth defendants in par 14 of their Defence of 15 May 1998.
Mr Silvester submitted that examination of the individual draft interrogatories showed that in substance the plaintiffs were now seeking thereby to obtain further and better particulars of the contributory negligence now alleged by the defendants; and that instead of seeking to obtain those particulars by the interrogatory process, the plaintiffs should have sought them by application for an order for further and better particulars pursuant to r.13.11 (1), if they were dissatisfied with the respective defendants’ ultimate responses of 15 October.
In response, Mr Morris for the plaintiffs submitted that it was permissible to use interrogatories to secure admissions as to facts pleaded.  He noted that the plaintiffs had originally administered interrogatories in January 1998, after the close of pleadings but prior to the filing of the amended Defences of 15 May and 8 June 1998; the proposed interrogatories were directed only at the new pleading of contributory negligence raised in the amended Defences, and this favoured the grant of leave.  He submitted that the plaintiffs need only show that their questions bore some relevance to the proceedings; I consider that they must be directed to a subject matter which has potential relevance.  He relied upon Abduramanoski and Ors v Aidan Nominees Pty Ltd and Ors (unreported, Federal Court of Australia (French J), 2 November 1986) in which his Honour discussed principles applicable on an application for leave to interrogate.  Mr Morris stressed that in administering these interrogatories the plaintiffs were grappling with the details of an issue recently raised by the defendants; that is, their contention in par 13 (and par 14, as the case may be) of their amended Defence that the plaintiffs, if they had suffered loss (which was denied), had been contributorily negligent and had failed to mitigate their loss, by failing to take “the Final Step” which the defendants had advised them to take.  The plaintiffs were by these interrogatories endeavouring to ascertain exactly what that alleged advice was, having failed to elicit it by their requests for further and better particulars.
I consider that the recent raising in June 1998 of the defence of contributory negligence clearly points to the plaintiffs being granted leave to interrogate on it.  This is a classic instance of a situation where leave is given; see, for example, Fletcher Turner & Hanbury Ltd v Colquhoun de Wolf & Co Ltd [1943] WWR 752.  The history of the parties’ exchanges, as set out in the annexures to Mr Morris’ affidavit – see par [5] – is such that I doubt whether the information sought by these interrogatories could more appropriately be obtained by an order under r.13.11(1) for further particulars.  However, Mr Silvester’s general submissions that the plaintiffs should have proceeded under r.13.11(1) rather than r 30.02 and as to the consequences of the plaintiffs having failed to serve a Reply, are more  conveniently respectively considered in relation to interrogatory 1(a) in par [10], and in relation to interrogatories 1(b)-(j) in par [14], where they are elaborated.
It is of course permissible to interrogate to secure admissions; see Adams v Dickeson [1974] VR 77 at 79, and par [10].  This serves one of the prime objects of interrogatories: to support or establish proof of one’s own case, or destroy or damage the case of the opponent, and thereby narrow the necessary proof of the issues.  Under r.30.02 the interrogatories must relate “to a question between [the parties] in the proceeding”, but “question” is used in a wide sense; I consider that interrogatories are not limited to interrogating as to facts directly in issue (as revealed by the pleadings and particulars), but extend to facts the existence (or non-existence) of which is relevant to the existence or non-existence of facts directly in issue; see Sharpe v Smail (1975) 49 ALJR 130.  Despite this wide ambit, the interrogatories must nevertheless be sufficiently relevant to the case, a matter to be decided by the Court in its discretion.  In that connection, and subject to r.30.07 (2), the general test is whether the subject matter to which the interrogatory is directed has potential relevance to the issues.  It will be noted that many of Mr Silvester’s objections were along the lines that the interrogatories “are not directed to an issue in the proceedings”; whether they were or not, is a matter for judgment.
	Mr Silvester then turned to the plaintiffs’ 33 draft interrogatories to the first and second defendants, each of which the defendants objected to answering.  Draft interrogatory 1(a) directed attention to par 13 (a) (i) of their Defence of 8 June 1998, which stated as a particular of the contributory negligence alleged (by way of the plaintiffs failing to follow the defendants’ advice to execute a further agreement after 29 August 1998 (the ‘Final Step’)) that on 1 August 1986 Garraway had raised with Coleman the desirability of the Final Step, along the lines set out in par 13(a)(ii) – see par [24] - of the Defence.  Draft interrogatory 1(a) asked whether Garraway had advised Coleman “to put into effect the Final Step”.  Mr Silvester submitted that the defendants’ answer A1(a) constituted a complete answer to that interrogatory; in the context of the doubts of George, the fourth defendant, as to the validity of GCFT No.3, it said that Garraway and George had advised Coleman that “prudence dictated” his taking the Final Step.  I consider that there is a distinction between the thrust of interrogatory 1(a), and that of answer A1(a).

Mr Silvester further submitted that draft interrogatory 1(a) did not comply with what he submitted was a general rule, that interrogatories should not be used as a substitute for seeking further and better particulars of a pleading, or to pin a party down to a particular answer with the object of hoping to contradict it at trial.  He relied for that proposition upon Ryan v Federal Capital Press of Australia Pty Ltd (1990) 101 FLR 396 at 397.  However, with respect, the proposition to that effect in Ryan (supra), while generally to be supported , cannot be carried too far.  The object of particulars is to ascertain or narrow the issues to which the pleadings give rise; see Perpetual Trustees of Australia Ltd v Brenton (1985) 35 NTR 44 at 46.  They clarify the pleadings, while interrogatories generally perform a different function: they assist in the proof of the case, by requiring discovery of material facts.  But interrogatories fulfil several functions.  Accordingly, despite the general functional difference between them, there is a degree of overlap in the use of these two procedures, in practice; see Det Danske Hedeselskabet v KDM International Plc [1994] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 534 at 537 for some appropriate yardsticks indicating when interrogatories should not be used.  
Apart from the objects of interrogatories specified in par [8], a party is also entitled to interrogate in order to ascertain the case he has to meet; that is, he may interrogate to find out the material facts which constitute that case.  This is where there is an overlap in practice with requests for particulars.  Indeed, in jurisdictions where there are no pleadings, the prime purpose of interrogatories is to obtain particulars of the material facts alleged.  In this jurisdiction a prime purpose is to obtain admissions, thereby narrowing the proof of the issues raised in the pleadings.  However, I consider that interrogatories may also be used (subject to what is said in par [12]) to particularize the generality of the pleadings, because ascertaining the case to be met at trial – a function of interrogatories – or to determine what is really in issue, often involves seeking particulars of the pleadings; and so interrogatories may be used to obtain particulars, especially when they are also required for other purposes.  See Bellambi Coal Co Ltd v Barry  (1904) 4SR (NSW) 748 at 750; WA Pines Pty Ltd v Bannerman (1980) 30 ALR 559 at 574 per Lockhart J, identifying one class of interrogatories as those “which are in the nature of a request for further and better particulars”; Green v Green (1912) 13 SR (NSW) 126 at 132 per Simpson J, to the same effect; American Flange & Manufacturing Co Inc v Rheem (Aust) Pty Ltd (No 2) [1965] NSWR 193 at 200; and Benbow v Low (1880) 16 Ch D 93 at 98-9, per James LJ; cf the authorities cited in par [12], which favour Mr Silvester’s submission in par [10] and emphasize the importance of determining the “prime object” of the interrogatories.  
That is not to say that seeking answers to interrogatories is normally an acceptable substitute for requesting proper particulars of pleadings.  The two procedures serve different primary objects, as indicated in par [10]; as Judge Lunn put it, in a passage cited with approval by King J (as he then was) in Pearce v Hall (1989) 52 SASR 568 at 572:-
“The pleadings, including particulars, are a statement of the material facts which a party will seek to establish at the trial and on which it bases its legal rights.  They do not require a statement of the evidence by which those material facts are to be proved except insofar as it is necessary to give sufficient particularity of them.  Except with leave of the court generally a party cannot go outside of its particulars in the case which it presents at trial: Dare v Pulham(1982) 148 CLR 658.  Answers to interrogatories are not part of the pleadings.  They are evidence.  They are only admissible if they are tendered as evidence.  If they cannot be received as evidence, they cannot be put before the court.  A party is not bound by his answers to interrogatories and can adduce contrary evidence: Stateliner Pty Ltd v Legal and General Insurance Society Ltd (1981) 29 SASR 16.  Interrogatories cannot be used as a substitute for a request for further particulars, if that is their prime object: Conde v 2KY broadcasters Pty Ltd [1982] 2 NSWLR 221; Ralkon Agricultural Co Pty Ltd v Aboriginal Development Commission (unreported, Supreme Court, SA, O’Loughlin J, No 1054, 14 October 1988); R M Lunn, Civil Procedure South Australia, par 57.04.9.
Thus if proper attention is paid to the pleadings in an action the need for subsequent interrogation is likely to be vastly reduced.  However, leave to interrogate under r 127 should not generally be employed as a penalty for inadequate pleadings.  If a party does not receive an adequate pleading from another party, it should seek further particulars and take the steps provided by r 67 to enforce proper pleadings.  The question of whether fairness required that a party should be given leave to interrogate under r 127(1) should normally only be assessed in the light of the completed pleadings.” (emphasis added)
	Bearing in mind these considerations (including those in par [7]), I do not consider that the use of interrogatories in this case can simply be ruled out on the basis that one of the purposes for which they are sought to be used also falls within the province of an order for further and better particulars under r.13.11(1).  I reject Mr Silvester’s general submission in par [10] in its application to this case.

As to interrogatories 1 (b) – (j) Mr Silvester submitted as follows.  It was improper to obtain the particulars sought, by use of the interrogatory process; I have indicated in pars [10] and [13] why I do not accept that general submission.
Mr Silvester raised another matter, applicable to the interrogatories generally.  He submitted that interrogatory 1(b) was objectionable under r.30.07(1)(a), because it related to a question – whether the advice has been given orally or in writing – not now in issue between the parties.  This was because in par 13(a) of the Defence pleaded that the advice had been given; the plaintiffs had served no Reply thereto under r 14.05; and so the allegation that the advice was given was now deemed to be denied by the plaintiffs, pursuant to r 13.13(2) and (4).  Mr Silvester’s submission then appeared to proceed as follows: if the plaintiffs intended at trial to prove facts different to those pleaded in par 13(a) of the Defence, they had to serve a Reply in which they pleaded the facts they intended to prove– see r 13.07(1) and r 13.12(3); they had not done so; the result was that now they could not at trial call evidence to contradict the defendants’ evidence of contributory negligence; and so the question whether the advice “was given orally or in writing” as sought by interrogatory 1(b), was irrelevant because it could not be used in the plaintiffs’ case.  For similar reasons, the plaintiffs could not interrogate for the purpose of seeking admissions in relation to par 13(a) of the Defence.
I do not accept that interrogatory 1(b) is not directed to a question in issue.  It is true that the effect of the Rules is that the allegation of contributory negligence is currently deemed to be simply denied.  However, the plaintiffs are entitled to interrogate to obtain information about facts material to that allegation, and interrogatory 1(b) falls into that category.  The flaw in the submission lies in the passage emphasized above; at trial the plaintiffs may of course call evidence to contradict the allegation against them.  However, if they wish to set up some affirmative case in answer to it, they must serve a Reply in which they plead that case.  Here it is clear that the plaintiffs have deferred serving a Reply until they have adequate particulars of par 13 of the Defence. 
Mr Silvester submitted that it was clear from pars 11 (x) (relating to alleged events on 1 August 1986) and 13(a)(i) (ii) and (iii) of the Defence, that the “advice” had already been sufficiently particularised, as being oral advice.  If the particulars were considered inadequate, the procedure in r 13.11(1) should have been utilized, not that in r 30.02; I dealt with this general submission in par [10] – [13].
Interrogatory 1(c) was in the same category as 1(b); the substance of the advice it sought could be ascertained from the particulars already given in pars 13(a) (i), (ii) and (iii) of the Defence; interrogatories could properly be directed only to the substance of a conversation, not to the particular words used; and this interrogatory was ‘oppressive’, in that to answer to it would cause hardship or prejudice to the defendants not justified by the legitimate requirements of the case.  I accept that interrogatories can be directed only at the effect of a conversation, and not at the precise words used; see McBride v Sandland (1917) 17 SALR 249 at 260, Kadlunga v Electricity Trust of South Australia (1987) 43 SASR 313 at 321.
Mr Silvester submitted that interrogatory 1(d) was inapposite in that the advice in question was clearly oral, and not written.  The matter to which interrogatory 1(d) was directed had been adequately particularised in pars 13 (a)(i) and (ii) of the Defence, and answers A1(a) and (b).  A similar position obtained in relation to interrogatories 1(e) to (g), when pars 13(a) (i) and (ii) of the Defence and answers A1(a), (b) and (c) were taken into account.
Interrogatories 1(h) and 1(i) did not relate to issues in the case; further, the information they sought had been particularised in the defendants’ answers A1(a), (b) and (c), read with pars 13(a)(i) and (ii) of the Defence.  Interrogatory 1(j) also did not relate to an issue in the case; it was not founded upon any allegation by the plaintiffs; it was improper, in that it assumed the correctness of a proposition of taxation law, and proceeded to interrogate as to an opinion based on that proposition; alternatively, it was oppressive in that it went too far; further, it was already clear from the particulars provided in answer A1(c) that the matter referred to had not been in Garraway’s contemplation at the time, and so the interrogatory was redundant.  I accept that generally a party should not be interrogated on a question which would require him to express an opinion; see Cahill v Queensland Housing Commission (No.1) [1964] QWN 47.  But I consider that that does not obtain in the circumstances of this case, as regards interrogatory 1(j).
	These were the defendants’ objections.  As to interrogatory 1(a), Mr Morris submitted that the particulars earlier provided by the defendants were inadequate, despite the plaintiffs’ request for further and better answers.  All that the plaintiffs now sought were clear and detailed answers to the question whether Garraway had advised Coleman to put the Final Step into effect; having unsuccessfully sought these answers by way of particulars, they now sought them by way of admissions.  Interrogatories 1(a)-(e) were all directed at this advice, which the defendants asserted they had given; they were all proper interrogatories.  Since part of the purpose of interrogating was to secure admissions, the defendants should not be heard to contend that the answers sought could be ascertained by trawling the pleadings and answers.  Interrogatories (h) and (i) also related to issues which had arisen between the parties, stemming from the defendants’ answers A1(a) and (b).  He submitted that interrogatory 1(i) went to the heart of the defendants’ claim that the plaintiffs had been contributorily negligent, since it related to the advice the defendants pleaded they had given and the reasonableness of Coleman in what he did in relation to the ‘Final Step’.  

I consider that these interrogatories are all proper, and not unnecessary; answer cannot be objected to on the basis that the true answer has already been given and can be ascertained by trawling the pleadings and the answers; the interrogatories are not oppressive or inapposite, and are sufficiently relevant to facts relevant to facts directly in issue.  Accordingly, I consider that interrogatories 1(a) – (j) should be answered.
	Interrogatory 2 arose from par 13 (a) (ii) of the Defence, which set out the “substance” of the ‘Final Step’ proposed by the defendants; see par [24].  The interrogatory sought to “ascertain whether Garraway explained the proposal to Coleman in the manner set out therein”.  Mr Silvester submitted that this interrogatory did not relate to a question in issue in the case; the use of the word “explained” made it oppressive; and it had in effect already been answered in par 13(a) (i) and (ii) of the Defence, and answer A1(a).  Mr Morris addressed these three aspects: he stressed the importance of the plaintiffs knowing the basis on which the defendants said that the Final Step had been explained to Coleman – that is, whether the basis was the Step’s effect on capital gains tax, or its effect on the validity of the trust structure, or both effects, or neither.  The basis on which the explanation was made was relevant in determining the significance of how Coleman dealt with the advice proffered, and thus the alleged contributory negligence.  I consider that interrogatory 2 is relevant to an issue in the case, is not oppressive, and to ascertain whether it has already been answered in effect is not an exercise the plaintiffs should be required to undergo.  I consider that it should be answered. 

Interrogatory 3 seeks the “substance and effect” of the discussion pleaded by the defendants to have occurred on 3 September 1986, as to “the necessity to implement the Final Step” particularized in par 13(a) (iii) of the Defence.  Mr Silvester submitted that the “substance” is set out in par 13(a) (iii), and the “substance” is the same as the “effect”; it would be oppressive to distinguish between these qualities.  Mr Morris submitted that the issue arose from par 13 (a) (iii), and the interrogatory was competent.  I agree, and I consider that this interrogatory should be answered.  
Interrogatory 4 seeks to have identified from these defendants’ (or the other defendants’) list of documents, the draft Final Step document which par 13 (a) (iv) of the Defence states the fourth defendant sent to Garraway on 13 October 1986 for comment.  Mr Silvester submitted that such a request is not a proper interrogatory, and is oppressive; and that in any event the information sought has been provided by the third and fourth defendants to the plaintiffs, as can be seen from item Av (a) in Annexure B3 to Mr Morris’ affidavit of 27 October 1998.  I note that in item Av(a) they identify documents 91 and 109 in their list of documents, as the documents in question.  Mr Morris responded that the interrogatory is proper, and the objection to answering it on the basis that the other defendants have indicated what they consider those documents are, is inadequate.  I have not been directed to the first and second defendant’s list of documents; it does not clearly appear that the document or documents in question were discovered in their list of 11 February 1992.  I consider that in the circumstances interrogatory 4 which is directed to the first and second defendants, is proper, and should be answered by them. 
Interrogatories 5 (a) – (e) seek details in five respects of par 13 (a) (v) which states that “on 8 December 1986 Garraway responded to George [that is, to the communication of 13 October 1986 from George referred to in par [18]] with suggestions for minor amendments to the draft”.  Mr Silvester submitted that this interrogatory amounted to a request for particulars which had not previously been sought; further, it was not directed to an issue in the case, but to “minor amendments to the draft”; further, the letter of 8 December 1986 from Garraway to George had been discovered, and the plaintiffs already had it.  In that connection I note that it was said that the document has been identified by the third and fourth defendants; see Annexure B3 to Mr Morris’ affidavit of 27 October 1998.  From perusal of the first and second defendant’s list of 11 February 1992 I observe that the document does not clearly appear in that list; nor does it clearly appear from Annexure B3 to Mr Morris’ affidavit.  Mr Silvester submitted that his last point answered interrogatories 5 (a) and (b) – the suggestions were in writing, and the letter sent on 8 December 1986 itself comprised “substance and effect”.
He submitted that interrogatory 5(c), which sought to have the document identified in any of the defendants’ lists, was oppressive and not a proper interrogatory; he noted again that the document was identified in Annexure B3 to Mr Morris’ affidavit – I indicate that I cannot readily identify it therein.  He submitted that interrogatory 5(d) – seeking answer to whether Garraway had ever informed Coleman that he had responded to George on 8 December 1986 – related to a matter that was not an issue; it was not a proper interrogatory.  Interrogatory 5 (e) sought answer to whether Garraway had ever followed-up the implementation of the Final Step after 8 December 1986; Mr Silvester submitted that this had been answered by par 13 (a) (vi)of the Defence, which stated that “thereafter [that is, after 8 December 1986] Garraway heard no further.”  Accordingly, he submitted that interrogatory 5(e) was redundant, and the lack of a Reply meant that it was not an issue in the proceedings.  I do not consider that par 13(a) (vi) of the Defence is a sufficient answer to interrogatory 5(e); I have already dealt with the general question of the effect of a lack of a Reply, in par [14].
Mr Morris submitted that interrogatories 5(a) – (e) were rightly directed to the discovery of facts relevant to facts in issue.  That they were directed to what the defendants had pleaded as “minor amendments to the draft”, did not affect the matter.  That Garraway had dealt with George on the “draft of the Final Step”, as par 13(a)(v) disclosed, was a fact clearly relevant to an issue raised by the defendants in the pleadings – that what the plaintiffs had failed to do about the Final Step constituted contributory negligence – and hence it was a fit subject for interrogation in terms of interrogatories 5 (a) – (e).  I accept Mr Morris’ submission as in accord with the proper approach to the scope of interrogatories, as laid down in Sharpe v Smail (supra) at 133.  I consider that interrogatories 5 (a) - (e) are proper interrogatories, and should be answered.
	Interrogatory 6 raises 4 questions, (a) – (d), arising out of answers A1(b) and (c).  Answer A1(b) was that the defendants “maintained that advice to Coleman” (that is, the ‘advice’ asserted in answer A1(a)), “in the light of the advice of Mr R P Meagher QC received orally on or about 27 August 1986, and in writing on or about 2 September 1986.”  

Interrogatory 6(a) asked whether Mr Meagher’s oral advice was the same as his written advice.  Mr Silvester submitted that it was not directed to an issue in the proceedings; only the substance of the oral advice could be subjected to interrogation – I accept that, in the sense of substance as distinct from the precise words thereof; see par [14].  He submitted that the substance is apparent from pars 13 (a) (i) and (ii) of the Defence and answers A1(a) and (b).  Mr Morris submitted that the defendants had never said the Mr Meagher’s written advice was the same as his oral advice.  I consider that the plaintiffs are entitled to know that, the interrogatory is proper, and should be answered.
Interrogatory 6(b) asked that differences between Mr Meagher’s oral and written advice be identified.  Mr Silvester repeated his earlier objections to interrogatory 6(a), adding that to state any difference would “go beyond the substance of the oral advice which had already been given.”  I should say that I do not consider that the substance of the oral advice has been stated.  On the whole I consider that this interrogatory is proper, and should be answered.
Par 13 (b) of the Defence, dealing with contributory negligence, pleaded that had the plaintiffs “executed the Final Step agreement” then they could have thereby avoided: (subpar (i)), “any unnecessary liability to pay capital gains tax” stemming from the cost base of $107,115.00 for the purchase of the outstanding 62 units in the Colemans Printing Unit Trust, as alleged in par 11(c) of the plaintiffs’ amended Statement of Claim of 27 February 1995; and similarly (subpar (ii)), “any unnecessary exposure to liability” for such tax stemming from the need alleged by the plaintiffs (and not admitted) to “vest the Garry Coleman Family Trust No. 3”.  Against that pleading background, interrogatory 6(c) asked whether “the matters set out in paragraph 13 (b) of the Defence” were “in the contemplation of Garraway” about the time of the transactions.  Mr Silvester submitted that answer A1 (c) had already provided this information, when it stated that those matters were “not then in contemplation by Garraway or George.”  
However, I consider that interrogatory 6 (c) focuses on “the time of the transactions”, which may or may not be identical with what “then” in answer A1(c) is intended to refer to.  I consider that this interrogatory should be answered.
Interrogatory 6 (d) asked whether the Final Step was recommended to Coleman, “by way of following the advice/s of Meagher QC”.  Mr Silvester submitted that the information sought had already been provided, as could be seen from answers A1 (a) and (b).  Answer A1(b) is not so clear; I consider that this interrogatory should be answered.
Mr Morris submitted that all of the facts the subject of interrogatories 6 (a) – (d) were facts the existence of which was relevant to facts directly in issue.  I consider that this is correct, and that interrogatories 6 (a) - (d) should be answered.
	Interrogatory 7 is directed at par 13 (b) (i) of the Defence, as to which see par [20].  Interrogatories 7 (a) and (b) seek to ascertain how the plaintiffs’ liability to tax “could have and can” be avoided, as the defendants plead therein, by the plaintiffs executing “the Final Step agreement”.  Mr Silvester relied on answer A2A which, as he rightly pointed out and Mr Morris conceded, was the defendants’ answer to a request for particulars directed to precisely the same matter.  Answer A2A was in the following terms:- 

“The Plaintiffs assert and the Defendants deny any such unnecessary liability.  Any such liability is a matter for the Plaintiffs to particularise and prove and, accordingly, this is not a proper request for particulars.”
Mr Silvester referred also to  answer A2B, but that relates to par 13 (b) (ii) of the Defence, while interrogatory 7 is directed only to par 13 (b) (i).  The whole of the defendants’ pleading of contributory negligence in par13 of the Defence, assumes for the purposes only of that plea the truth of the plaintiffs’ claim that they “have suffered or are likely to suffer loss or damage”.  It is a plea in confession and avoidance.  Elsewhere in their Defence – see pars 10 and 14 -the defendants deny that claim.  Mr Silvester stressed that it was the plaintiffs in their amended Statement of Claim who had pleaded that they had sustained an “unnecessary liability”, one which they had not as yet particularised.  He submitted that interrogatory 7 should not be allowed as a substitute for the plaintiffs’ earlier request for further and better particulars; it was oppressive, because it founded on the plaintiffs’ proposition that they had been subjected to an “unnecessary liability”; and no better answer could be given than that already given in answer A 2 A.  
Mr Morris submitted that interrogatory 7 was a good example of the problmes encountered by the plaintiffs’ in seeking to explore the defendants’ pleading.  They had sought further and better particulars of a matter raised by the defendants – here the matter pleaded in par 13 (b) (i) of the Defence – but their request had been rejected as “not proper” in answer A 2 A.  Hence they now sought to interrogate on the same matter, by interrogatory 7.  He submitted that the allegation of material fact in par 13 (b) (i) of the Defence was made by the defendants; therefore it was fair that the defendants should tell the plaintiffs how it was that the execution of the Final Step agreement would have meant that “any unnecessary liability… could have and can be avoided”, as they now assert.  He noted that it was clear from the defendants’ pleading  in other parts of par 13 of the Defence – particularly par 13 (d) which set out three steps which the plaintiffs’ failure to take allegedly constituted their contributory negligence – that the defendants had in mind a scheme which supported their assertion  in par 13 (b) (i) of the Defence.
I consider in the circumstances that the plaintiffs are entitled to interrogate on the topics the subject of interrogatory 7; it is a proper interrogatory, and should be answered.
	Interrogatory 8 seeks answer to 8 questions arising from par 13 (d) of the Defence.  Par 13 (d) pleaded that the plaintiffs were contributorily negligent in that they had failed “to eliminate or reduce the First Plaintiff’s exposure to capital gains tax”, in a way they could have adopted, namely: by subscribing for additional units in the CPUT; by causing funds so raised to be applied in reduction of the CPUT’s indebtedness to the CPUT No.1; and thereby increasing the cost base of the Gary Coleman Family Trust’s investment in the Printing Trust.

Interrogatory 8 (a) sought to ascertain the amount of the reduced exposure to tax which the defendants asserted these steps would have occasioned.  Interrogatory 8 (b) focussed on the subscription aspect in par [22], seeking details of the number of units involved, the persons to whom those units should have been offered, the terms of their subscription, and when the units should have been offered.  Interrogatory 8 (c) focused in part on the aspect of raising funds in par [22], seeking details of the amount thereof and the extent of the reduction of CPUT’s indebtedness which would thereby be occasioned; it also focussed on the aspect in par [22] of thereby increasing the cost base and sought to ascertain the extent to which the GCFT’s cost base would thereby be increased.
Mr Silvester submitted that the plaintiffs’ case was that they were not as yet liable to pay capital gains tax.  It followed that their “exposure to Capital Gains Tax”, referred to in par 13 (d) of the Defence, was presently hypothetical.  Until the plaintiffs had quantified their exposure to tax, interrogatory 8 (a) was oppressive in seeking that the defendants state the amount of the reduction in that exposure which they asserted that taking the steps in par 13(d) of the Defence would occasion.  For the same reason, interrogatories 8 (b), (c) and (d) were oppressive.  
Mr Silvester also referred to par 14 of the Defence which denies (as does par 10), with particulars, that “the plaintiffs had suffered any loss or damage.”  Par 14 (b) referred to the report of an expert Mr Levy, of 30 January 1998, Annexure GJL2 to his affidavit of 2 February 1998.  Mr Silvester submitted that Mr Levy’s expert report dealt with the matters to which interrogatory 8 was directed, and the defendants could not take those matters further than Mr Levy had.  He submitted that interrogatory 8 was in substance an inquiry into the evidence of the first and second defendants; such evidence could only be given after the plaintiffs’ liability to pay tax had become apparent at trial.  For this reason interrogatory 8 was not a proper interrogatory.  I note that interrogatories cannot be used to compel a party to disclose the evidence he proposes to produce at trial.
Mr Morris took the same approach to the objections to interrogatory 8 as he had to those to interrogatory 7; see par [21].  Here the defendants were asserting in par 13 (d) that steps existed which, had the plaintiffs taken them, would “eliminate or reduce” the First Plaintiff’s exposure to capital gains tax.  The defendants had raised this matter, put it in issue, and the interrogatories were proper.
I bear in mind the practical difficulties which the defendants may face in answering this interrogatory, other than by reference to Mr Levy’s report of 2 February 1998.  However, they have put in issue that the exposure to tax about which the plaintiffs complain, would be eliminated or reduced if the steps they specify were taken.  I consider that interrogatories 8 (a) – (c) are proper, and should be answered.
	Interrogatory 9 was in the following terms: -

“If the plaintiffs had executed the final step, would not an immediate liability in one or both of the plaintiffs to pay capital gains tax have crystallized?”.
Mr Silvester submitted that this was a hypothetical question, and one seeking an opinion.  However, its worst feature was that it assumed that the consideration for the transfer of the units in the Final Step involved an increase in price, characterized as taxable ‘profit’.  It was oppressive; and it asked for evidence.  
Mr Morris submitted that interrogatory 9 sought an admission by the defendants, relevant to the plaintiffs’ case.  The “Final Step” as set out in par 13 (a) (ii) of the Defence proposed a sale.  As to that, I note that par 13 (a) (ii) of the Defence is in the following terms:-
“The substance of Garraway’s proposal was that as a Final Step the Second Plaintiff as trustee of the CPUT transfer its units in CPUT No.1 and CP86UT to the Gary Coleman Investment Trust.”
In seeking to support interrogatory 9 Mr Morris construed it in a sense which I do not think it fairly bears; it is the meaning the words bear on their face which counts – see Kupresak v Clifton Bricks (Canberra) Pty Ltd (1985) 57 ACTR 32.  As it stands, it seeks a legal opinion; this is not allowed – see Looker v  Murphy (1889)15 VLR348.  Further, it is hypothetical, and so ought not to be the subject of interrogatories – see Det Danski Hedeselkabet  (supra).  Interrogatory 9 is objectionable; it may not be administered.
I turn next to the similar interrogatories directed to the third and fourth defendants, the defendants’ objections to which were along the same general lines as those discussed in pars [3] to [24]
	Par 14 of the third and fourth defendants’ further amended Defence of 26 May 1998 pleads contributory  negligence by the plaintiffs.  This is then particularized in three sets of particulars.  The particulars in par 14(a) are along the same lines as those in par 13(b) of the first and second defendants’ Defence; see par [20].  The plaintiffs have nine draft interrogatories, all directed to par 14(a).

Interrogatory 1(a) asks whether the ‘advice’ referred to in par 14 (a), which the plaintiffs are alleged to have “failed” to follow, was advice that “any unnecessary liability to pay capital gains tax” arising from the cost base of $107,115(see par [20]) could have been avoided by executing the Final Step.  
Mr Silvester submitted that this interrogatory was expressed in a confusing manner, was oppressive and improper, and ought not to be allowed in its present terms.  
Mr Morris submitted that the interrogatory was clear, when understood against the background of the third and fourth defendants’ answers of 29 September 1998 (“the answers”) to the plaintiffs’ request for further and better particulars.  Answer AA(i) had stated that the ‘advice’ in par 14(a) was:
“That after the steps described in paragraph 8 of the Amended Statement of Claim had been effected, the transfer of units described in paragraph 9(d) of the further Amended Defence should occur.”
In par 9(d) of their Defence those defendants pleaded that they had been instructed to draw documents to effect a transfer to GCIT of all the units held by CPUT in CPUT No.1 and  CP86UT; they had characterized this as “the Final Step”.  Mr Morris submitted that answer AA(i) did not say what the ‘advice’ in par 14(a) was.  He had raised this with the third and fourth defendants’ solicitors – see Annexure B2 to his affidavit of 27 October 1998 – stating that the answer provided only “the methodology consequent on the advice and not what the advice was”, but had received no further substantive answer.  He submitted that the interrogatory was proper and should be allowed and answered, as the plaintiffs were entitled to be told what the ‘advice’ was which it was alleged they had “failed to follow”. 
I consider that Mr Morris is right, and that interrogatory 1(a) should be answered.
Interrogatories 1(b)-(f) question whether the ‘advice’ referred to, was given by Garraway and/or Stedman to Coleman; whether George was present when the advice was given; and whether he agreed (or disagreed) with it, and expressed his agreement (or disagreement) to Coleman.
Mr Silvester submitted that these were not proper interrogatories; they did not seek further information about the pleadings in par 14 of the Defence, or the subject matter of the plaintiffs’ request for further and better particulars; they were “fishing” for admissions; in any event the answers had provided the information sought.  Interrogatory 1(b) was redundant.  As to interrogatory 1(c), par 9 of the Defence denied that George was present at any meeting when the advice was given.  Neither interrogatory 1(d) nor 1(e) was directed at an issue in the proceedings. 
I note that answer AA(iii) stated that the ‘advice’, defined in answer AA(i) above, was given by “Mr Garraway and/or Mr Stedman”.  
Interrogatory 1(g) was directed at the “acts or transactions” which constituted “the Final Step” referred to in par 14(a) of the Defence.  Mr Silvester noted that “the Final Step” was defined in par 9(d) of the Defence in terms of acts and transactions; he submitted that this answered interrogatory 1(g).  He submitted that the absence of a Reply meant that the matter was not in issue; I dealt with this general point in par [14]. 
Interrogatory 1(g)(i) sought to have any “legal document” involved in the Final Step identified, from these defendants’ list of documents.  Mr Silvester noted that in Mr Little’s letter of 15 October 1998 answer Av(a) specified those documents as numbers 91 and 109, and accordingly interrogatory 1(g)(i) had already been answered.  
I have noted the answers, Mr Morris’ letter of 3 October detailing those answers he considered insufficient, and Mr Little’s reply of 15 October.  Mr Silvester submitted that examination of this material showed why the interrogatories in general were oppressive.  
Mr Morris reiterated the point he had made in the correspondence referred to, that answer AA (i) dealt with the “methodology consequent on the advice and not what the advice was.”  He submitted that it was important for the plaintiffs to be told what the ‘advice’ was, because what it was, was relevant to the issue of the plaintiffs’ contributory negligence raised by these defendants in par 14 of their Defence.
	I consider that interrogatory 1 (a) is proper in the circumstances, and should be answered.  The following and related interrogatories, 1(b) – (f), also should be answered.  I consider interrogatory 1 (g) is proper, and should be answered.

It can be seen that I reject the objections by the defendants to answering the interrogatories respectively directed to them, with the exception of the first and second defendants’ objection to answering interrogatory 9.  Accordingly, all the other interrogatories should be answered.
__________________

